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With the increasing usage of porous rocks in engineering construction, their well-
performed properties (e.g., permeability and heat insulation) have attracted increasing
attention from researchers in engineering geology. In nature, the vesicles in porous rocks
always exhibit irregularity in morphology. This article proposes a workflow combining
photogrammetry and Fourier transform to accurately acquire, characterize, and
regenerate the natural pore morphology of porous rocks, including four steps: 1)
initially, several 3D digital models of volcanic porous rock surfaces are reconstructed
through a photogrammetry system, and the hollow pores in the surface are split into
assemblies; 2) then, the 3D pore assembly is projected to a 2D reference plane with each
pore being recognized and extracted; 3) the contours of a single pore are processed based
on discrete Fourier transform (DFT), and a series of Fourier descriptors (mainly consist of
D2, D3, and D8) are then statistically analyzed; 4) an inverse discrete Fourier transform
(IDFT) is then conducted to quantitatively reconstruct the pores. Based on the earlier
processes, the pores are distributed in a numerical model (rock failure and process
analysis code, RFPA2D), and uniaxial compression simulations are performed to further
investigate the influences of porosity and pore morphology on rock strength and stiffness.
Herein, we introduce significant Fourier descriptors (i.e., D2,D3, andD8) as representations
of three levels of pore morphology. Thus, 12 groups of numerical simulations considering
the impact of porosity, pore orientation, D2, D3, and D8 are conducted. Results show that
the porosity exerts a first-order control on the mechanical properties of rocks, while the
effect of pore orientation is related to D2. All of them closely match those typically observed
in previous studies. Furthermore, these simulations also highlight the influence of detailed
pore morphology, such as convex hulls and subtle zigzags characterized by D3 and D8,
respectively, on the rock failure process, marking that a more complicated morphology
(e.g., with more convex hulls) may result in a reduction in rock strength and Young’s
modulus. The proposed study provides a novel perspective on natural pore morphology
together with its influence on rock strength and stiffness.
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INTRODUCTION

Porous rocks, e.g., vesicular basalt, carbonates, sandstones, and
tuff, are widely used in engineering constructions, mainly due to
their superior quality in noise reduction and thermal insulation.
However, pores always impose an adverse effect on the
mechanical behavior of rocks, viz., compressive strength,
elastic modulus, and Poisson’s ratio. In the early stages of
research studies on the relationship between porosity and
mechanical properties, researchers proposed empirical
relations between porosity and compressive strength or
Young’s modulus for several types of rocks, such as quartz
arenites (Dunn et al., 1973), siliciclastic rocks (Vernik et al.,
1993), sandstones (Ju et al., 2013), and carbonates (Farquhar
et al., 1994; Chang et al., 2006). On the other hand, porosity also
affects the inelastic and failure behavior of rock, such as
compaction localization (Olsson and Holcomb, 2000), shear-
enhanced compaction, and strain hardening (Vajdova et al.,
2004; Gao and Kang, 2017; Zhao H. et al., 2018). Regarding
the failure mode of porous rock, Sammis and Ashby (1986) first
proposed a pore-based crack model that some researchers, Wong
et al. (2006) and Lin et al. (2015), have modified and combined
with more general conditions to study the influence of other pore
indices, such as size, on the brittle failure of porous rocks. In early
laboratory testing, Peng and Podnieks (1972) conducted a series
of uniaxial tests to study the time-dependent behavior of porous
tuff, interpreting various phenomena of rock fracture due to
changes in strain rate. Baud et al. (2004) further studied the
damage evolution and acoustic emission activity on strain
localization of porous sandstones through triaxial compression
tests.

Actually, the vesicles on porous rocks play a crucial role in
mechanical behavior. Heap et al. (2014) and Griffiths et al. (2017)
have investigated the influences of basic pore geometry on the
compressive strength and stiffness of porous rocks containing
circular and elliptical pores, respectively. However, the shapes of
pores or vesicles in rocks show obvious irregularities in profile.
With the development of X-ray microcomputed tomography
(μXCT) and image processing technology, it is possible for
researchers to acquire the natural pores. A large number of
research studies verify the shape irregularity and spatial
distribution variation of pores in on-site rock samples such as
basalt, carbonates, and limestones (Cilona et al., 2014; Jeong et al.,
2014; Rozenbaum and Du Roscoat, 2014; Ji et al., 2015). Based on
their CT results, Bubeck et al. (2017) further studied the
influences of porosity and pore orientation relating to the
coring direction of samples on the rock strength, only
considering the samples cored normal to bedding and parallel
to bedding of a lava.

In previous studies, they either focused on the influence of
basic pore morphology, such as basic shape (e.g., circular,
elliptical), pore orientation, and pore aspect ratio (Heap et al.,
2014; Griffiths et al., 2017; Gui et al., 2017), or performed several
laboratory tests on rock samples through analyzing their pore
structure (Bubeck et al., 2017). However, they seldom
characterize the irregularity of comprehensive pore
morphology and study the influence of detailed pore

morphology such as convex hulls or corners on the rock
strength and stiffness.

Based on photogrammetry, a more efficient and convenient
way to visualize external contour features of objects compared to
μXCT (Paixão et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2020a; Zhao et al., 2020b;
Lianheng et al., 2020), it is easier to acquire digital models of rock
samples. In order to characterize and analyze the morphology of
pores, herein, we introduce a workflow to extract each pore.
Further processes applying discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and
inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) are performed in the
extracted pore contour, obtaining a series of Fourier descriptors
(mainly including D2, D3, andD8, as seen in similar cases for rock
particles) (Mollon and Zhao, 2013; Lianheng et al., 2017) to
characterize rock pore morphology and regenerate a large
number of shape-controlled pores. Later, uniaxial compressive
simulations using rock failure processing analysis (RFPA,
Chun’an Tang, 1997) are conducted to investigate the
influence of pore morphology on rock strength and Young’s
modulus. Initially, several groups of numerical simulations
considering the influence of porosity and pore orientation
are performed and compared with previous studies (Heap
et al., 2014; Bubeck et al., 2017; Griffiths et al., 2017) for
verification. To demonstrate that significant Fourier
descriptors (i.e., D2, D3, and D8) could be representations
of pore morphology, we compared the results of D2 with
data of aspect ratio from Griffiths et al. (2017), which shows
a high agreement. In this case, three significant Fourier
descriptors D2, D3, and D8 relating to the pore elongation,
convexity, and roughness, respectively (as similarly seen in
Lianheng et al., 2017), are regarded as different levels of pore
morphology and their influence on rock strength and stiffness are
studied.

WORKFLOWOFROCKPORE EXTRACTION

Unlike solid objects, porous rock includes empty pores with solid
rock boundaries. The pore part is a little darker than the solid
rock part in the natural light, showing an inconspicuous color
difference. Moreover, the color difference is actually sensitive to
the numerous micropore-induced noises and the shadow
darkness, causing the grayscale close and indistinguishable
from their neighbor surface. With the usage of
photogrammetry in geomaterials, 2D pore geometries can be
obtained through 3D porous rock models with higher precision
and less noise.

In this article, a workflow for acquiring the 2D pore geometry
of natural volcanic rocks is proposed based on photogrammetry,
mesh processing, and image recognition techniques. The main
steps are as follows:

(1) taking pictures along a shooting path; (2) defining the local
coordinate system and aligning photos for sparse point cloud
establishment; (3) reconstructing the dense point cloud and tilt
correction; (4) meshing and splitting the hollow pores and rock
surface; (5) projecting the 3Dmesh model of the pore assembly to
the 2D plane; and (6) recognizing and extracting each pore for the
subsequent Fourier analysis.
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Materials and Equipment
A typical porous rock, namely, volcanic rock, is studied in this
section. There are various particle shapes in volcanic rocks, for
instance, slick-surfaced volcanic rock blocks and spherical
volcanic rock particles. To simply obtain 2D surface pore
geometries, the selected specimens of volcanic rock (Figure 1)
are several smooth rock blocks from Tengchong, Yunnan
Province, China. The density and coefficient of water
absorption are 3.52 g/cm3 and 11.7%, respectively. All of these
specimens are cuboids with uniform dimensions of
150 mm*150 mm*30 mm. For convenience, we set surfaces
with dimensions of 150 mm*150 mm as the major principal
surfaces and surfaces with dimensions of 150 mm*30 mm as
the minor principal surfaces. In this way, there are six surfaces
with approximately 70 external pores in total for a single
specimen. Additionally, the pore size is mainly within the
range of 2–20 mm.

A Nikon D7200 digital camera with an AF-S DX NIKKOR
18–200 mm f/3.5–5.6G ED VR II camera lens is used to
photograph the volcanic rock specimens. Moreover, a
calibration board of the same size as the rock specimens is
selected to define a local coordinate system. It contains a

number of orderly distributed white dots surrounded by a
black background (Figure 2C).

Photogrammetry Framework
Therefore, a systematic photogrammetry framework is
established, as Figure 2B shows, mainly including the
pedestal, camera, calibration board, and some fixed supports
behind. The rock specimen is placed on the center of the
pedestal so that its major principal surface can be
photographed by the camera. The distance between the
camera and the rock specimen is approximately 0.5 m,
ensuring that both the rock surface and hollow pores are in focus.

During the process of image collection, the calibration board is
placed on the right of the rock specimen. A shooting route is
designed to traverse all of the points of the rock surface and
calibration board. There are necessary overlaps between the
adjacent images both horizontally and vertically, as Figure 2A
shows, to ensure that the same points are sufficient for the
subsequent reconstruction (Zhu et al., 2016). In detail, the
one-third grid lines in the camera are activated, and the image
is divided into nine parts of equal area. Therefore, the overlaps
between the horizontally adjacent images are the right (or left) 1/
3 part, while between the vertically adjacent images are the
bottom (or top) 1/3 part. In this way, there is at least a 55%
overlap for each image.

The calibration board contributes to the establishment of a
local coordinate system (Figure 2C). Its front surface along with
the smooth part on the front major surface of the rock specimen is
approximately in the same plane. The four white dots in the
corners are selected as the major reference points. Point 1 is set as
the coordinate origin, point 2 defines the positive direction of the
x-axis, and point 4 defines the z-axis. Additionally, point 3 serves
as a control point for error reduction.

Reconstruction of 3D Dense Point Cloud
and Tilt Correction
A series of images along the shooting path is then processed
through the structure from the motion (SfM) technique
(Longuet-Higgins, 1981; Spetsakis and Aloimonost, 1991;

FIGURE 1 | Diagram of volcanic rock specimens.

FIGURE 2 | Schematic diagram of the photogrammetry framework: (A) necessary overlaps between the adjacent images both horizontally and vertically; (B) the
shooting route and subjects; (C) the calibration board and establishment of local coordinate system.
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Pollefeys et al., 2004; Carrivick et al., 2016), in which the camera
position and pose relative to objects can be estimated. For this
purpose, the 3D modeling and mapping software Agisoft
Metashape (version 1.8.1, commercial, www.agisoft.com) is
employed. In the Agisoft Metashape workflow, the digital
images are first aligned, and a sparse point cloud is built.
However, the object is originally in the global coordinate
system. To shift to the local coordinate system built from the
calibration board, reference points 1–4 are marked accurately in
every image containing the calibration board, and the images are
aligned once again. The sparse point cloud in the local coordinate
system is further used for generating a dense point cloud by
multi-view stereo (MVS) algorithms (Furukawa and Ponce,
2009), which are also applied in the software.

Although the local coordinate system built from the calibration
board is sufficient to characterize the surface of the rock specimen, it
may be slightly shifted off of the smooth surface of the rock
specimen, which affects the practicality of the subsequent splitting
process. For this reason, a secondary correction of the dense point
cloud is conducted based on the iterative closest point (ICP)
algorithm that was first proposed by Besl and McKay (1992) and
applied to point cloud registration. In this article, a raster reference
plane coinciding with the xOz plane is introduced. The boundary of
the reference plane is approximately the same as that of the rock
specimen. Figure 3A shows the dense point cloud before and after
ICP algorithm processing.

Meshing and Splitting the Rock Surface
Reconstructing the triangle mesh is then conducted based on the
screened Poisson algorithm, a watertight surface reconstruction

algorithm, proposed and modified by Kazhdan et al. (2006) and
Kazhdan and Hoppe (2013). Notably, since the rock surface
investigated was not sealed, some extra mesh around the real
surface was reconstructed and should be deleted during the
process of screened Poisson surface reconstruction. MeshLab
software (www.meshlab.net), which is free for research, was
applied to implement all of these processes, and a watertight
mesh of the rock surface was established.

Splitting the resulting smooth surface part and hollow pore
part is easy to execute along a simple plane parallel to the xOz
plane. The smooth surface part is deleted, and the hollow pore
part is reserved, so a number of bumps protruding from the
cutting plane can be saved. These bumps consist of the 3D digital
model of the volcanic pore assembly. Figure 3B shows the
diagram of the splitting process.

Acquisition of 2D Projection of Rock Pores
To obtain the 2D pores from the 3D mesh model of the rock
pores, projection is a convenient method. Owing to the watertight
surface reconstruction algorithm, all of the pore bumps
protruding from the cutting plane are semi-closed, making the
3D model easier to project. On the other hand, the 3D pores are
transformed during the tilt correction of the whole dense point
cloud, where the raster reference plane coincides with the xOz
plane. Consequently, all of the 3D pores can be directly projected
to the xOz plane and outputted to one image, in which the highest
resolution was set. Figure 3C shows the process of rock pore
projection from 3D bumps to 2D faces. The 3D pores split from
the rock surface were projected onto a plane, and a series of 2D
pores were obtained.

FIGURE 3 | Schematic diagram of processes for rock pore extraction after obtaining the 3D model: (A) tilt correction based on ICP algorithm; (B) process of
splitting the pores and smooth surface; (C) 3D-to-2D projection process of rock pores.
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Recognition and Extraction of 2D Pore
Contours
Combining the previous steps, all of the 2D projected pores are
distributed in one region, and each single pore should be
recognized and extracted for analysis. Whereas the recognition
and classification of each pore during the previously described
photogrammetry process are impractical, the open-source library
OpenCV (version 3.4.1) embedded in MATLAB is employed to
recognize and extract the 2D contours of each pore. OpenCV is a
computer vision and machine learning software library that was
built to provide a common infrastructure for computer vision
applications and to accelerate the use of machine perception
(www.OpenCV.org).

To recognize the pores, the background is set as white, and the
faces are set as green in the projection process (Figure 3C). A
high-resolution image is then imported to MATLAB through the
“cv.imread” function, where the prefix “cv.” means that the
function belongs to the OpenCV library. Therefore, the
processes of graying and binarization are conducted via the
functions “cv.cvtColor” and “cv.threshold,” respectively. A gray
threshold of 10 is chosen for binarization. Notably, the gray
threshold is flexible if only the object and background must be
distinguished.

As a result, images of rock surfaces with black rock and white
pores are built. The function “cv.findContours” is then applied to
the binary image to identify the contours via the binary codes of
0 and 1, and then the contours are exported as coordinate points
in the pixel coordinate system. Each contour, described as a series
of coordinate points ([xi, yi]), is saved in a single cell. In the
subsequent analysis, only contours with more than 30 coordinate
points are regarded as real pores and selected for regeneration.
Note that if the coordinate points for a contour are too low, these
points may not form a certain contour. In this case, the threshold
of 30 coordinate points was selected by experience. In total,
387 pore contours are extracted from the four rock specimens.
The pore sizes are approximately in the range of [4 mm2,
100 mm2], while the equivalent circle diameters are mainly in
the range of [2 mm, 10 mm].

CHARACTERIZATION AND
REGENERATION OF ROCK PORES

DFT and IDFT are the two inverse mathematical processes for
mutual conversion between the time domain and frequency
domain. The DFT can transform the irregular time-domain
(or space domain) signal into regular and periodic sine (or
cosine) waves in the frequency domain with a continuous
spectrum from low frequency to high frequency, where the
sine (or cosine) waves depend on only the amplitude and
phase angle. In contrast, IDFT can integrate those sine (or
cosine) waves and transform them back into a new time-
domain signal. Actually, these two methods are widely used in
the problems relating to signals, whether they are periodic or
non-periodic. For instance, Lianheng et al. (2017) conducted a
series of studies on the reconstruction of non-periodic 2D

contours of granular ballast based on IDFT. This article
combined the DFT and IDFT techniques to characterize and
regenerate rock pores with a similar application.

Fourier Descriptors of Real Pore Contours
The whole DFT procedure is executed in MATLAB, and the
Fourier descriptors D1–D64 are calculated. Figure 4A shows a
sample of 2D natural volcanic pore contours extracted and the
frequency spectrum (i.e., Fourier descriptors D0–D64, where D0

and D1 are set as constants 1 and 0, respectively) after the DFT
process.

Several studies (Mollon and Zhao, 2012; Lianheng et al., 2017;
Zhao L. et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2021) have shown that Fourier
descriptors are related to the shape characteristics of 2D particle
contours or cavity contours, especially the significant Fourier
descriptors D2, D3, and D8, which represent the corresponding
series of Fourier descriptors: D2, D3–D7, and D8–D64. These three
types of Fourier descriptors can be related to three different levels
of shape features. Specifically, D2 relates to elongation, D3–D7

relates to convexity, andD8–D64 relates to roughness. In this case,
we statistically analyze the distribution of D2, D3, and D8. Figures
4B–D show the statistical histogram of significant Fourier
descriptors D2, D3, and D8 from 387 real pore contours. All
three descriptors have mainly lognormal distributions. On the
other hand, the ranges of D2, D3, and D8 were also calculated.
Instead of selecting the whole range of data, we set a confidence
level of 95% and regard the left side of the confidence interval as
the acceptable range for reducing extreme points. The final ranges
of D2, D3, and D8 are listed in Table 1.

During the IDFT, the two series of Fourier descriptors D3–D7

and D8–D64 are generally calculated through empirical formulas
that are controlled by D3 and D8 (Mollon and Zhao, 2012):

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Dn � 2

α ·log2(n
3)+log2(D3)

, 3< n< 8

Dn � 2
β ·log2(n

8)+log2(D8)
, n> 8

. (1)

Based on the numerous Fourier descriptors D1–D64 acquired
earlier, the mean values of D3–D64 are calculated and divided into
two categories, namely, those of D3–D7 and those of D8–D64, for
fitting the parameters α and β. In this case, the fitting values of α
and β are -1.246 and -1.731 with the goodness of fit R2 values of
0.724 and 0.907, respectively.

Reconstruction of 2D Pores Based on
Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform
After obtaining the actual range of the significant Fourier
descriptors D2, D3, and D8 for the pore contours of the real
volcanic rock, we further reconstruct the 2D pores through IDFT
based on reasonable Fourier descriptors, which are more similar
to the real volcanic rock pore geometries than the regular pore
geometries such as circles, ellipses, and squares. According to the
theory of IDFT, the number of harmonics (N) is a factor that
cannot be ignored (Su and Xiang, 2020). Figures 5A–G show the
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reconstruction results of the pore contours for N = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16,
32, and 64, and Figure 5H shows the result of the original
contours. With increasing harmonic number N, the difference
between the reconstructed pore contours and original pore
contours decreases. Furthermore, the difference can be ignored
when N = 64, which also verifies the practicality of this method.
Therefore, we set 64 as the harmonic number for the IDFT
process.

RESULTS

Numerical Modeling Based on the RFPA
Method
RFPA is a numerical solution based on the linear finite element
method and allows the simulation of the progressive failure
leading to rock collapse. A numerical model can become more
realistic by considering the heterogeneity of the material and

assigning different parameter values to different elements. The
parameter value of each element in the same material statistically
obeys a Weibull distribution and is controlled by the
homogeneity coefficient (Tang, 1997).

The numerical models in this section are a series of 2D
rectangular rock models with dimensions of 150 mm*100 mm.
They are established by inputting the digital bitmap images into
the RFPA code (version 2D-DIP). The number of finite elements
is equal to the number of pixels. Also, the image sizes are
uniformly set as 360 × 240 pixels, within the limit of the total
number of elements (100,000) allowed for computational
efficiency; hence, the numerical model resolution is 2.4 pixels/
mm. In addition, the plane strain model has been adopted in the
numerical experiments of the uniaxial compressive loading
process.

Several pores reconstructed are randomly or certainly
distributed that depend on the research factors in the rock
range without contact based on overlapping detection
algorithms, both global and local (Wang et al., 2019).
However, the pores are allowed to contact the rock boundary
to more closely reflect reality. The average diameter of pores is
approximately 7 mm, and the number of pores contained in the
numerical model is controlled by the index porosity (p). The pore
direction angle (ω) is first defined as the angle between the major

FIGURE 4 | Analysis for extracted natural pores: (A) process of polarization and DFT for a natural pore example; (B)–(D) the statistical results of Fourier descriptors
D2, D3, and D8, respectively, from 387 extracted pores.

TABLE 1 | The ranges of significant Fourier descriptors for pore contours.

D2 D3 D8

Range [0.00, 0.60] [0.00, 0.16] [0.00, 0.05]
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axis of the pore and the vertical direction (parallel to the direction
of loading stress). Figure 6 shows some examples of porous rock
images with different porosities, pore direction angles, and
significant Fourier descriptors. The images are two-phase
images, with the discrete white areas representing pores and
the continuous gray part representing rock. All of the images
are generated in MATLAB by combining the IDFT and an
overlapping detection algorithm.

After inputting the images into the RFPA2D code, each
element is assigned material properties, mainly including
Young’s modulus, the uniaxial compressive strength, and
Poisson’s ratio, all of which follow Weibull distributions. The
detailed mesoscopic values are listed in Table 2, where the
parameters of rock mass are the same as those used in recent
studies (Griffiths et al., 2017). In terms of the mechanical
parameters of pores, Sammis and Ashby (1986) proposed a
pore-emanating crack model, which idealizes pores as equant

spheres within an elastic medium and is widely applied (Heap
et al., 2014). So, in this study, the mechanical parameters of pores
are set small enough instead of regarding as voids. Notably, the
homogeneity index is the same as the shape parameter of the
Weibull distribution. During the uniaxial compression numerical
tests, the bottom boundary is set as a fixed boundary, while the
other boundaries (i.e., top, left, and right boundary) are set as free
boundaries.

To investigate the influence of pores on the failure of porous
rock and verify the feasibility of the porous rock regeneration
method proposed earlier, three indices, i.e., the porosity (p),
pore direction angle (ω), and significant Fourier descriptors D2,
D3, and D8 of the pores (D2, D3, and D8), were introduced. The
significant Fourier descriptors D2, D3, and D8 reflect the
different levels of two-dimensional object morphology,
mainly the aspect ratio, angularity, and roughness,
respectively (Lianheng et al., 2017). Correspondingly, the

FIGURE 5 | Comparison between reconstructed pores based on IDFT with different numbers of harmonics N = (A) 1; (B) 2; (C) 4; (D) 8; (E) 16; (F) 32; (G) 64; and
(H) natural extracted (original) pores.
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numerical models are then established, and the results are
analyzed in the following sections. Notably, to control the
influence of pore distribution, the pores are only randomly
placed in models studying the factor porosity, while in models
studying other factors (i.e., pore direction angle and significant
Fourier descriptors D2, D3, and D8 of the pores), the pores in
each group are under the same distribution. In addition, three
models were performed at least for each sample configuration in
groups studying the factor porosity to further minish the
influence of pore distribution.

All the numerical models are divided into five parts with
regard to those five factors, as listed in Table 3. A total of
12 groups of numerical experiments are conducted.

Porosity is one of the main factors impacting the failure
mechanism of porous rocks (Chang et al., 2006; Heap et al.,
2014). To study this influence, three groups of numerical
experiments (i.e., P-A-1, P-A-2, and P-A-3) with different

porosities are performed, in which the significant Fourier
descriptors D2, D3, and D8 are set as constants 0.1, 0.1, and
0.03. The pore direction angles ω = 0°, 45°, and 90° are assigned to
those three groups, respectively, and the porosity changes from
4.91% to 30.07% at an approximately 5% interval. After
establishing the numerical model, a displacement control
method was employed to load the rock model parallel to its
long axis, and the increments were set as 0.02 mm.

Figure 7 illustrates the compressive peak strength and
corresponding Young’s modulus in the three tested groups.
The value of a data point is the mean value of at least three
numerical models to eliminate the influence of random pore
distribution. The results show that both the compressive peak
strength and Young’s modulus decrease with increasing
porosity. Additionally, the results of group P-A-3 are mainly
smaller than those of group P-A-1 with the same porosity, while
the results of group P-A-2 fall between those of P-A-1 and P-A-
3. Figure 8 shows the stress-strain curves of the three groups. In
all three groups, with increasing porosity, the porous rock may
reach failure earlier with a smaller strain. The failure strain is
no more than 0.6% for models that are the most difficult to fail
and no less than 0.3% for those models that are the easiest
to fail.

The Influence of Pore Direction Angle
The orientation of pores in porous rock is another key factor
influencing the mechanical behavior of the porous rock (Bubeck
et al., 2017; Griffiths et al., 2017). In this article, the pore direction

FIGURE 6 | Examples of generated porous rock samples with parameters porosity of (A,B) 15.8%; (C,D) 20.0%; pore direction angle of (A) random in the range of
[0°, 90°]; (B) 0°; (C) 45°; (D) 90°; Fourier descriptors D2, D3, and D8 of (A) random in the range in Table 1; (B–D) 0.1, 0.1, and 0.03, respectively.

TABLE 2 | The physical and mechanical properties of the numerical models
utilized in RFPA2D.

Properties Rock mass Pores

Homogeneity index 3 10
Mean uniaxial compressive strength (MPa) 2300 0.0023
Mean Young’s modulus (GPa) 100 1.0 × 10−8

Poisson’s ratio 0.25 0.25
Frictional angle (°) 30 0.3
Ratio of compressive to tensile strength 10 10
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TABLE 3 | The uniaxial compressive simulation projects.

No. Simulation code Porosity Pore direction
angle

Fourier descriptor
D2

Fourier descriptor
D3

Fourier descriptor
D8

1 P-A-1 4.9%–30.1% 0° 0.1 0.1 0.03
2 P-A-2 4.9%–30.1% 45° 0.1 0.1 0.03
3 P-A-3 4.9%–30.1% 90° 0.1 0.1 0.03
4 A-D2-1 20.04% 0–90 0.1 0.1 0.03
5 A-D2-2 20.04% 0–90 0.2 0.1 0.03
6 A-D2-3 20.04% 0–90 0.3 0.1 0.03
7 D2-A 20.04% 0–90° 0, 0.1–0.3 0.1 0.03
8 D2-P-1 10.02% 45° 0.1–0.3 0.1 0.03
9 D2-P-2 20.04% 45° 0.1–0.3 0.1 0.03
10 D2-P-3 30.07% 45° 0.1–0.3 0.1 0.03
11 D3-D2 20.04% 45° 0.1 0.02–0.16 0.03
12 D8-D2 20.04% 45° 0.1 0.1 0.01–0.05

Note: The values 4.91%–30.07% including 4.91%, 10.02%, 15.13%, 20.04%, 24.95%, and 30.07%; the values 0–90° including 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, 70°, 80°, and 90°; the values
0.1–0.3 including 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.3; the values 0.02–0.16 including 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10, 0.12, 0.14, and 0.16; and the values 0.01–0.05 including 0.01, 0.015, 0.02,
0.025, 0.03, 0.035, 0.04, 0.045, and 0.05.

FIGURE 7 | Results of (A) compressive peak strength; and (B) corresponding Young’s modulus for groups P-A-1, P-A-2, and P-A-3.

FIGURE 8 | Uniaxial stress-strain curves of groups (A) P-A-1; (B) P-A-2; and (C) P-A-3.
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angle is defined as the angle between the major axis of the pore
and the vertical direction, which is also parallel to the loading
direction. Therefore, another three groups of numerical
simulations (i.e., A-D2-1, A-D2-2, and A-D2-3) with the same
porosity p = 20.04% and significant Fourier descriptors D3 =
0.1 and D8 = 0.03 are conducted. The D2 values of these three
groups are 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, while the pore direction angle
changed from 0° to 90° at an interval of 10°.

Figure 9 shows the compressive peak strength and
corresponding Young’s modulus data of the three groups.
Overall, the results show that both the compressive peak
strength and Young’s modulus decrease with increasing pore
direction angle for these groups. On the other hand, with an
increasing value of D2, the growth becomes more significant. For
example, for a D2 value of 0.1, the Young’s modulus decreases
from 40 to 35 GPa, while for a D2 value of 0.3, the Young’s
modulus drops from 41 to 26 GPa. In addition, when the pore
direction angle exceeds 70° (i.e., 70°, 80°, and 90°), in other words,
the major axis of the pore is further away from the loading
direction, the changes in compressive peak strength and Young’s
modulus turn into steady.

The Influence of the Significant Fourier
Descriptors D2, D3, and D8
The three significant Fourier descriptors D2, D3, and D8 control
the morphology of two-dimensional object contours at three
different levels, elongation, convexity, and roughness, gradually
becoming more detailed (Lianheng et al., 2017). Recent studies
have investigated the influence of the aspect ratio on the failure
behavior of porous rocks with regular pores (Griffiths et al.,
2017). Therefore, considering the relationship between D2 and
the elongation of pores, another series of numerical models were
established and performed.

In order to underline the combined effect of D2 and pore
direction angle, several simulations with D2 = 0, D2 = 0.15, and
D2 = 0.25 were implemented into groups A-D2-1, A-D2-2, and
A-D2-3 and set the D2 as x-axis, forming the group D2-A.

Figure 10 compares the compressive strength and Young’s
modulus in the group D2-A. Results show that for low angles
(0–10°), both strength and Young’s modulus show little growth
or fluctuation as D2 increases. For higher angles (20°–90°), an
increasing D2 would result in reductions in strength and
Young’s modulus. In addition, the pore direction angle also
relates to the range of strength and Young’s modulus. As the
pore direction angle grows, the magnitude of decline becomes
larger. For example, for a pore direction angle of 40°, the
Young’s modulus decreases from 39 to 32 GPa, while for a pore
direction angle of 90°, the Young’s modulus drops from 39 to
26 GPa. It is worth mentioning that when D2 is close to 0, the
aspect ratio of the corresponding pores is close to 1, i.e., the
major axis and minor axis are almost the same, where the pores
have no specific direction. Hence, the results of the strength
and Young’s modulus for D2 = 0 in Figure 10 share the same
value.

To study the impact ofD2 further, groups D2-P-1, D2-P-2, and
D2-P-3 were conducted to investigate the influence ofD2 through
different porosities, whereD3 andD8 were set as constants 0.1 and
0.03. Figure 11 shows the compressive peak strength and Young’s
modulus data of groups D2-P-1, D2-P-2, and D2-P-3 with the
same pore direction angle of ω = 45°, whileD2 changes from 0.1 to
0.3 at an interval of 0.05. As for different D2 values with the same
porosity, both the results of strength and Young’s modulus are
nearly constant. This mainly means that the influence of D2 is
insignificant compared with the influence of porosity on the
strength and Young’s modulus.

Compared with D2, another two significant Fourier
descriptors D3 and D8 reflect more detailed morphology of
pores, i.e., convexity and roughness, respectively. To further
study the effects of pore morphology on the mechanical
properties of porous rocks, groups D3-D2 and D8-D2 were
conducted. Figures 12A and B show results of compressive
peak strength and Young’s modulus for group D3-D2, where
the porosity, pore direction angle, and D8 were set as 20.04%,
45°, and 0.01, respectively. As we can see, an increasing value of
D3 leads to a decrease in strength and Young’s modulus. Also,

FIGURE 9 | Results of (A) compressive peak strength; and (B) corresponding Young’s modulus for groups A-D2-1, A-D2-2, and A-D2-3.
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for different values of D2, the magnitude of the difference is
almost similar. Figures 12C and D show results of
compressive peak strength and Young’s modulus for group
D8-D2, where the porosity, pore direction angle, and D3 were
set as 20.04%, 45°, and 0.1, respectively. Unlike the regular
trends during investigating factors D2 and D3, the results for
group D8-D2 reveal more fluctuation, which has no obvious
pattern.

DISCUSSION

We have shown that the porosity, pore direction angle, and
Fourier significant descriptors D2, D3, and D8 as controls on
porous rocks affected the mechanical behavior under uniaxial
compression loading through RPFA2D simulations. In the
following section, we conduct a comparison with existing
experimental and numerical data to verify our simulations and
further give explanations and discussion about the influences of

natural pore morphology on the mechanical properties of porous
rocks.

Comparison With Previous Studies
X-ray computed tomography (X-ray CT) is a more complicated
and accurate method of acquiring the realistic morphology of
objects, which is, however, also expensive and time-consuming.
The CT volume analysis of porous basalts conducted by Bubeck
et al. (2017) reveals that the individual pores in their studied
region are not spherical, which range from sub-spherical to
elongated and flat ellipsoids. In this study, we introduce the
significant Fourier descriptor D2 as a representation of aspect
ratio, which is actually inversely proportional to aspect ratio.
Table 4 compares the aspect ratio obtained by Bubeck et al.
(2017) (defined as c/a for pores with semi-axes a = b >> c) in three
field zones and calculated from pores controlled by index D2,
which is acquired from the workflow of rock pore extraction or
applied in RFPA2D simulations. It can be seen that the range of
aspect ratio obtained from our porous rock specimens (0.50–1.00,
converted by D2) is a little larger than that acquired by Bubeck
et al. (2017) from the top and core zones of a lava in the field
(0.60–1.00). In this case, the range of aspect ratio utilized in our
simulations (0.65–1.00, converted by D2) is set in the range
obtained by Bubeck et al. (2017) from the top and core zones
of a lava in the field.

To further investigate the influence of pore geometry on rock
strength, Bubeck et al. (2017) carried out several uniaxial
compressive tests on porous lava samples. All of their samples
are classified into two types relative to the measured pore shape:
(1) horizontal, oriented normal to bedding, with the pore
direction angle almost 0° and (2) vertical, oriented parallel to
bedding, with the pore direction angle almost 90°. Herein, we
compare the results of Bubeck et al. (2017) from top and core
zones on strength and Young’s moduli with our simulations. As
shown in Figure 13, the porosity of samples from top zones is
nearly centered between 20% and 30%, while that from core zones
is centered between 10% and 15%. Compared to the results on a
similar porosity, we can see that in top zones, both the strength
and Young’s moduli from Bubeck’s experiments are close to that
in our simulations, especially for those from the upper top zones
with horizontal orientation. However, in the core zone, the
experimental results are considerably lower than our
simulations. The main reason for this consequence, we guess,
is the discrepancy between pore distribution and pore diameter.
For a lower porosity, the diversity of pore distribution on different
samples is larger, causing a more discrepant influence on the
strength and Young’s modulus. On the other hand, the average
pore diameter in the core zone is lower than that in the top zone
in Bubeck’s study, where the latter one is similar to it in our
simulations. Notably, Bubeck et al. (2017) also draw the same
conclusion as our study that rock samples are weaker in cases
where the compression is applied parallel to the pore short axis,
i.e., the pore direction angle is 90°.

Griffiths et al. (2017) also performed a series of simulations on
porous rocks considering the influence of porosity, pore aspect
ratio, and pore orientation through RFPA2D and compared
results with several experimental data on different types of

FIGURE 10 | Results of (A) compressive peak strength; and (B)
corresponding Young’s modulus for group D2-A.
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FIGURE 11 | Results of (A) compressive peak strength; and (B) corresponding Young’s modulus for groups D2-P-1, D2-P-2, and D2-P-3.

FIGURE 12 | Results of (A) compressive peak strength for group D3-D2; (B) corresponding Young’s modulus for group D3-D2; (C) compressive peak strength for
group D8-D2; and (D) corresponding Young’s modulus for group D8-D2.
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rocks. Although they simplified the pore shape as an ellipse,
which could not represent the real pores well, the results are still
helpful to verify our simulations. Using the same definition of
pore aspect ratio (the ratio of the minor to major semi-axis) as
Bubeck et al. (2017) and Griffiths et al. (2017) studied this factor
in the range from 0.2 to 1.0, which has little overlap with our
simulations (0.6–1.0, as mentioned earlier). In this case, we
mainly compare the results considering the influence of
porosity and pore orientation. As shown in Griffith’s study,
with an increasing value of porosity or a growing angle

between the loading direction and the major axis of a pore,
the strength and Young’s modulus are dropped, which shows a
high degree of agreement with our simulations. At the same time,
the results considering the influence of pore aspect ratio relating
to pore orientation also show a similar trend to the data presented
in Griffiths et al. (2017): (1) at low angles (0°–10°), an increase in
aspect ratio (decrease in D2) reduces the strength and Young’s
modulus; (2) at higher angles (40°–90°), an increase in aspect ratio
(decrease inD2) results in an increase in the strength and Young’s
modulus, and as the angle grows, the change is more significant;
(3) at intermediate angles (20°–30°), there is a little discrepancy
with that in Griffith’s research, and strength and Young’s
modulus first increase and then decrease as pore aspect ratio
approaches unity (D2 approaches 0). While in our study, there is a
small reduction as D2 increases (pore aspect ratio decreases).

The Major Influences of Porosity, Pore
Direction Angle, and D2
Numerical models studying the effects of porosity, pore direction
angle, and significant Fourier descriptor D2 in Figure 7 and
Figures 9–11 show that pore geometry controls the strength and
Young’s modulus of porous rock samples in different aspects.

In terms of porosity, results in our simulations show that
strength and Young’s modulus are inversely proportional to the
porosity, which is observed in several kinds of rocks such as
basalts, sandstones, and limestones (Al-Harthi et al., 1999;
Sabatakakis et al., 2008). For higher porosity (20%–30%), our
results are in agreement with Bubeck’s experimental data
(Figure 13, in the purple main region). However, for lower
porosity (10%–15%), the results show a high discrepancy
(Figure 13, out of the purple main region). Actually, the
porosity in some of the basaltic rocks is far low (1%–4%, e.g.,
Mt. Etna volcano, Heap et al., 2009; Heap et al., 2010),
representing the strongest part of the lava. In such cases, the
rock mass strength and stiffness are principally influenced by
intact rock and pore distribution. It is therefore essential to study
the impact of pore distribution on low porosity rock samples
through numerical modeling and be verified by experimental
results.

The field lava sample observations always show that oblate
vesicles are aligned and relate to bedding orientation, e.g., aligned
sub-horizontally, parallel to bedding, in the basal zones of Kilauea
pahoehoe lava (Bubeck et al., 2017). The results considering the
different angles between the loading stress andmajor axis of pores
(i.e., pore direction angle in this study) in our simulations
demonstrated the influence on strength and Young’s modulus.
It is weaker for a vertical load than a horizontal load if the pores’

TABLE 4 | Comparison between pore aspect ratio obtained by Bucket et al. (2017) and converted by D2 in this study.

Source/application Fourier descriptor D2 Aspect ratio

Workflow of rock pore extraction, this study Porous rock blocks 0–0.6 0.50–1.00
RFPA2D simulation, this study For simulation 0–0.3 0.65–1.00
CT volume analysis, Bubeck et al. (2017) Top and core zones of a lava in the field — 0.60–1.00

Basal zone of a lava in the field — 0.10–0.80

FIGURE 13 | Comparison between RFPA2D simulation results with
experimental data from Bubeck et al. (2017) of (A) strength and (B) Young’s
modulus. The purple box highlights the main region for comparison.
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major axis is oriented parallel to bedding in lavas. Also, for a tilt
load, as the orientation is closer to the horizontal direction, the
rocks are stronger.

The pore shape also shows a large diversity on lava samples from
oblate to spherical pores with the pore aspect ratio ranging from
0.1 to 1.0, which exhibits a regional relevance. For instance, from the
south flank of Kilauea volcano, Hawaii (Bubeck et al., 2017),
individual pores in the top and core zones typically have aspect
ratios between 0.60 and 1.00, while in the basal zone, there is a
mixture of large oblate geometries with aspect ratios between
0.10 and 0.40 and smaller pores with lower aspect ratios in the
range of 0.41–0.80. Herein, we introduce the significant Fourier
descriptor D2 as a new representation of pore shape, which is
inversely proportional to the aspect ratio. Compared with
porosity, the effects of D2 on strength and Young’s modulus are
subtle (Figure 11). However, considering pore direction angle,
mechanical results are impacted by D2 in two types: for low
angles (0°–10°), they are positively related, while for higher angles
(20°–90°), there is a negative correlation. Also, in Griffith’s research,
there are three types of angles ranging from 0 to 90°. Overall, these
rough results show an associated influence between pore direction
angle andD2 (or aspect ratio) on rock strength and stiffness, which is
meaningful to further investigate in follow-up studies.

Different Levels of Pore Morphology Affect
Differently
Three significant Fourier descriptors (i.e., D2, D3, and D8) control
the contour of a two-dimensional closed area at different levels.
Several researchers applied this signal processing method

(i.e., discrete Fourier transform) to characterize the 2D
morphology of rock materials such as railway ballast, sand
particles, coral reefs, etc. (Mollon and Zhao, 2013; Davis and
Chojnacki, 2017; Lianheng et al., 2017), and verified the
quantitative relation between significant Fourier descriptors
and shape indices such as elongation, convexity, and
roughness. If we sort out the 2D morphology into three levels:
1) basic level, which describes basic shapes such as circular,
elliptical, and oblate; 2) local level, such as some large convex
hulls or apparent corners; 3) global detailed level, such as some
subtle zigzag and wave, the significant Fourier descriptors D2, D3,
and D8 could represent them, respectively. Researchers studying
the effect of detailed pore morphology on rock strength and
Young’s modulus have mainly focused on the pore aspect ratio
(i.e., the basic level) (Bubeck et al., 2017; Griffiths et al., 2017) and
seldom considered the influence of obvious convex hulls or subtle
zigzags. Results in our simulations show thatD2,D3, andD8 affect
the strength and Young’s modulus at distinct levels, showing a
decreasing trend in terms of the influence significance
(Figure 12). As mentioned earlier, D2 that relates to aspect
ratio has an obvious impact on rock strength and Young’s
modulus, whereas D3 exhibits a relatively small impact. In the
range of 0.02–0.16, although there is a little fluctuation in some
parts, for instance, the strength first decreases, then increases, and
decreases again forD3 from 0.02 to 0.08 whenD2 = 0.1, the overall
trend is that the strength and Young’s modulus decrease as D3

increasing (Figures 12A, B). It means that D3 has the same but
smaller impact on rock mechanical properties versus D2. As
discussed in Heap et al. (2014), the vesicle clustering, and the
stress field overlap and interaction may be more likely to occur as

FIGURE 14 | Convex hulls and zigzags of pores in natural basalts and regenerated numerical porous sample: (A) basalt sample; (B) local basalt sample; (C)
numerical sample with porosity of 10.02%, pore direction angle of 45°, and Fourier descriptors D2 = 0.1, D3 = 0.1, and D8 = 0.03; and (D) local numerical samples.
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porosity increases. In this case, with more and more convex hulls
or obvious corners (Figure 14), the possibilities of vesicle
clustering and stress field overlap are larger, resulting in the
reduction of strength and Young’s modulus. However, as for D8,
the results are more unpredictable, and there is a discrepancy
between different D2 values or even between strength and
Young’s modulus. This mainly implies that D8 has little effect
on the rock’s mechanical properties. Therefore, we should not
only focus on the influence of obvious pore shapes such as
circular or elliptical but also consider the impact of local pore
features such as convex hulls or apparent corners, which although
has a smaller effect when studying the rock strength and stiffness.

CONCLUSION

This article proposes a novel perspective on natural pore
morphology, together with its influence on rock strength and
stiffness. Initially, a workflow based on photogrammetry is
established to digitize rock pores. The following processes consist
of dense point cloud reconstruction, meshing, splitting, projection,
and extraction are then conducted to acquire a two-dimensional
single pore. Adapting to discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and
inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT), all of the pores are
statistically analyzed and Fourier descriptors (mainly including
D2, D3, and D8) are introduced to represent pore morphology
and regenerate a series of shape-controlled pores. Next, uniaxial
compressive simulations utilizing rock failure process analysis
(RFPA) are then performed, considering the influence of
porosity, pore orientation, and pore morphology on rock
strength and stiffness. Results are eventually compared with
previous experimental and numerical data. The main conclusion
is as follows:

(1) Photogrammetry and OpenCV along with DFT and IDFT
theory provide effective means for acquiring, characterizing,
and regenerating volcanic porous rocks with irregular pores,
which are more realistic. The significant Fourier descriptors
D2, D3, and D8 can be used to represent different levels of
shape features in rock pores.

(2) The numerical simulation results show that porosity exerts a
crucial control on the rock strength and stiffness, while there

is an associated influence between pore orientation and D2

value of pores (inversely proportional to pore aspect ratio), all
of which are in agreement with previous studies.

(3) The detailed pore morphology, such as convex hulls or
obvious corners, represented by significant Fourier
descriptor D3, performs a small but cannot be ignored
impact on rock strength and stiffness, that as D3

increasing (i.e., detailed morphology is more complicated),
the rock strength and stiffness are dropped. This is mainly
due to the fact that the vesicle clustering and stress field
overlap are larger. However, the more detailed pore
morphology, such as subtle zigzags and waves, represented
by significant Fourier descriptorD8, has fewer effects that can
be neglected.
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